Abstract-Pantun is an original literary of Indonesia. Almost all people of Indonesia know and love the pantun. Many folk songs which are dominated pantun. Not even a little bit of pop song and dangdut modern using pantun as poets or their contents. As a work of art or literature, pantun very precisely made media learning a number of subjects. It's been proven multiple times, it can increase creativity and liveliness of the students in the teaching-learning process and improve the learning results of the elementary school students (elementary) and secondary school (high school), and the College's to the new knowledge. Moreover, if it was sung or conveyed by tone or rhythm track that engrossing.
INTRODUCTION
Pantun as part of a literary work is the old indigenous culture Indonesia. Pantun has significance. In situ tecermin of the soul and the nature of the original nation of Indonesia. Almost on every art, there is pantun Indonesia area, especially in the regions.
Pantun being propounded here is the pantun consists of four rows: the first row and second called sampiran (introduction), the third and fourth lines are called content; There are his ab-ab, aa-aa. From the beginning of pantun tasty heard and easy to understand, the even poetic idea is with beauty that sometimes veiled and sometimes open. In other words, the beauty of the (aesthetically) it's hidden, move, and embedded in the heart. Pantun, also known as an old poem. In it contained a variety of culture in accordance with the origin of the pantun. Pantun were not different from the language of Indonesia is the legacy of our predecessors. If you're generated by the literati, Indonesia language generated by our fighters who valiantly have vowed in front of the colonist on October 28, 1928. They vowed, "we sons and daughters of Indonesia, respect the language of unity, the third language of Indonesia (item Sumpah Pemuda. Indeed we cannot deny that our youths prefer to speak Indonesia Gaul than Baku, although in official places such as a school or college. In fact, they tend to feel ashamed or deemed not slang if Indonesia-speaking properly. More of concern is not a few teachers and professors who also likes to speak Indonesia gaul was. What our actions as the heir who has the next heir?
If a teacher has mastered the pantun, either taught or makes it, he will easily be able to teach a wide range of other subjects, especially language (Indonesian), let alone with the application of quantum learning model (quantum teaching) [1] . Refference [2] said that almost the same quantum learning model with a Symphony. Thus, language teaching will be much more interesting if presented with the pantun song. The following is an example of pantun songs (and not the numbers) of a region in Indonesia [3] .
II. TUNE OF SING
A. Asese 
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Beli baju di ko-ta Batu All students Indonesia certainly never taught about the position of the Indonesia language [4] . However, whether they always remember it? For more inherent in their memories, the delivery with your be more fitting sentence compared with the news. So, just enter or adjust the tone of the song against a pantun to be delivered. That's just some of the words that are frequently used in everyday life. There are many more words that shouldn't have to be used because there is a raw form. We certainly can easily register. If we've found the wrong words, certainly also make pantun easily.
B. Recommending the use of effective sentences

C. The Tune of Another Song
If it's been clever with the song Asese, but would like to replace it with another tune. It can be done with certain areas, such as Maluku following folk songs. IV. HOW TO LEARNING In order to tone or rhythm essentially unchanged/off once, after delivering the content material, back to the basic tone (asese). How to learn the language with your media there are three kinds, such as the following.
Rasa Sayange
A. One-way
Any learning must, of course, be prepared cooking. Similarly to teach language with media pantun [5] . The teacher should prepare such a pantun material above. It also requires a mastery of how to make your subject matter, let alone the language very much [6] . However, if we have become accustomed to making the pantun, everything becomes easy. Here the teacher more acts as the giver of the examples to be listened to by their students. Teachers sing the pantun in front of a class of its own.
B. Two-way
If a one-way learning was implemented, it would be easier to do a two-way (pantun reciprocated). Pantun prepared could come from teachers, can also be made together, even it would be great if the pantun, based on respective ideas. After all the students have a pantun, teachers act as leader of the Symphony. He gave examples in advance how to sing the pantun. Thus, the class became alive and students more interested in learning.
C. Cooperative
Teachers can act as observers only, while all the students asked to practice reciprocated pantun with pantun each of the already-selected teachers. Alternately they sang pantun with a tone that's been determined together.
V. CONCLUSION
The use of the pantun as media language learning with a model of quantum learning, sure the results will be better if compared to just talk. In addition, it is not just a matter of ' language the pupils, but also pantun. So, language teaching with media pantun apart wasn't boring, also became a means of preservation and development of the pantun itself.
